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factory to keep drivers of this very quick
and supple machine out of trouble.)

It became a challenge to find weak-
nesses. The rear-seat space could have
been more capacious, and some com-
plained about poor instrument visibility in
sunlight. So too for the price, which joined
the Mercedes in bowling over the $60,000
barrier. The base price was $52,295, but
that was bumped by nearly 10 grand with
the addition of the $4100 Sport package
(sport suspension, 17-inch wheels and
tires, sport seats, M-sport steering wheel,
and Steptronic manumatic transmission
that brings with it a $1300 gas-guzzler
tax), an $1800 navigation system, $1200
for an upgraded sound system, plus $2000
for heated seats, sunshades, and luxury

taxes. This ain’t chopped liver for a mid-
size sedan whose workaday functionalism
isn’t significantly greater than that of a
Ford Taurus at a third the price. But after
a mile behind the wheel, all practical con-
siderations become irrelevant.

“Fun to drive” is a hopelessly overused
cliché in the car business and in reality
applies only to a handful of automobiles.
The BMW 540i qualifies in spades. For
anyone who does not respond to the tac-
tile euphoria provided by this machine, we
suggest a subscription to Consumer
Reports and a lifetime pass on the nearest
form of public transit.

This was not an easy comparison. All
the seven candidates were well qualified
for entry. Surely, the Cadillac guys dream

of working with a sports-sedan package
smaller than their current front-drive plat-
form. No doubt the Audi engineers would
like to carve 200 or 300 pounds out of the
A6 4.2 Quattro, and we wished the Lexus
GS430 could have arrived with its full-tilt
sport package. The Q45 and the Cadillac
provided excellent long-distance touring
for four people, while the Jaguar and the
Mercedes-Benz scored high in overall
appeal and in the mystique department that
is so important for automobiles in this
price range. But in this test, driving satis-
faction was a paramount consideration,
and there was little debate early on that the
540i was an overwhelming favorite to win.
And so it did. The question is, can it keep
its winning streak alive?                          
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engine mission brakes handling ride comfort nomics amenities finish value styling drive RATING*

AUDI 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 94
A6 4.2 QUATTRO

BMW 10 10 9 10 9 9 9 8 8 9 7 10 95
540i

CADILLAC 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 83
DTS

INFINITI 9 8 8 8 9 9 7 7 9 8 8 7 90
Q45

JAGUAR 7 8 7 8 8 8 7 10 8 8 7 8 85
S-TYPE 4.0

LEXUS 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 9 8 8 9 92
GS430

MERCEDES- 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 9 8 7 8 89
BENZ E430

HOW IT WORKS: Editors rate vehicles from 1 to 10 (10 being best) in each category, then scores are collected and averaged, resu lting in the numbers shown above.
*The overall rating is not the total of those numbers. Rather, it is an independent judgment (on a 1-to-100 scale) that includes

other factors—even personal preferences—not easily categorized.
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